BCxA NW Chapter Annual Conference 2020

A 2-Day Virtual Conference brought to you by the Northwest Chapter

Education Topics:

- **Occupant Safety:**
  - Cx's role in the Post-COVID-19 built environment.
  - Smoke Control Special Inspections

- **Optimization and Reliability:**
  - Getting the most out of facility Cx
  - On-site Energy Storage and Renewable Energy Sources

- **Professional Growth:**
  - The Business Side of Cx
  - The Next Generation of Cx
  - Setting the Stage for Cx Success

Register at the BCxA Website
Click on Events or Click on Registration Above

Cost:
- $50 Members
- $60 Non-members

Special Guest Speaker
Dr Stephanie Taylor - Infectious Disease Control/Response

This conference will include interactivity throughout. We'll be gathering questions from attendees and facilitating great and relevant discussions!

Become a BCxA Member